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l"ntr.t)duction
John U. Lloyd State Park is a 251 acre recreation area located on
Ocean Drive in Dania, Broward County, Florida (Figure 1). The park is
adjacent to Port Everglades and has a beach front park spanning 2.5
miles. It preserves some of south Florida's vanishing natural resources,
while at the same time offers the public usage of beach and water
recreational activities. Surf fishing, picknicking, and canoeing along the
tidal waterway New River Sound or Whiskey Creek are just some of the
activities the public can enjoy.
The recreation area was named in memory of the late John U.
lloyd, Broward County's attorney for more than 30 years, who was
instrumental in acquiring the first piece of property that eventually
became this park.
Further inland away from the beach and dunes are stands ·of
subtropical coastal hammock (seaside hardwood forest). The Barrier
Island Trail, a self.-guide trail, offers a leisurely 45-minute walk through
the hammock ecosystem. The park has a policy to remove all nonnative species frdm this area, such as Australine pine and Brazilian
pepper. This is a long-term project that is carried out throughout the State
of Florida.
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On the west side of the park, along the Intracoastal Waterway, a
man-made wetland is re-establishing red mangroves on the shoreline. The
mangroves not only screen the view of developed areas outside the park,
but act as a nursery for fish and other marine life. This project is a
mitigation site to replace wetlands destroyed by port expansions in 1989.
The park has mangrove-lined waterways along Whiskey Creek
where it is possible to spot the endangered West Indian manatee
(Trichechus manatus). There is a great deal of marine life that makes its
home in the park ranging from the mangrove tree crabs and shore birds, to
seasonal nesting sea turtles. Species of nesting turtles are comprised of
mostly loggerheads (Garetta caretta), along with green turtles (Chelonia
mydas), ·and occasional ·1 eatherbacks (Dermoche/ys coriacea}. It is
estima_ted that John U. Lloyd park produces some 16,700 sea turtle
hatchling.s per year.
Visitors · can explore the beach/dune· systems, maritime forests,
and the mangrove communities, as well as the Environmental Education
Center located within tJ:le park. Boardwalks and dune walkovers have been
constructed for easy access to these areas. Park hours .are typically from
8:00 am to sunset. The park fs managed and operated with a staff of 23 full
time, and five to ten part time employees, as well as numerous volunteers
and community service workers. The staff helps to provide a safe and fun
recreational program providing family oriented activities. Some of the
activities offered in the park, in order of popularity, are listed below:
swimming

hn: n::}
beach related activities
picknicking
canoeing ··
boating, including access to boat ramps
lectures
SCUBA diving
turtle nesting tours
educational research
ft~~ir.g- {nv:1i1-; ~~~ ?A

John U. Lloyd State Park was voted 2nd best beach in Florida by
the Sun Sentinel on May 5, 1996 in "The Ultimate Florida Beach Guide"
and Best Park in South Florida 1996 by "South Florida Magazine"
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Physical Setting
The John U. Lloyd State Recreation Area is located on a barrier
island in southeast Florida. The island borders the Atlantic Ocean to the
east and the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway to the west, this 97.6 hectare
(251 acre) recreation area provides public access to six major coastal
ecosystems unique to southeast Florida: 1, coral reefs (or hard bottom); 2,
beaches; 3, dune fields; 4, tropical coastal hammocks/maritime forests; 5,
mangrove swamps; and 6, tidal creeks.
The historic and present geology of the southeast Florida coastline
has been considerably influenced by changes in sea level and consists of
coastal ridges running parallel to the shoreline, mangrove swamps,
extensive beaches, and barrier islands. The geologic formations of this
coastal area are dominated by Oolitic limestone, sand, clay, and an
OC.casional intrusion of relict coral reef limestone. The majority of the soils
on John U. lloyd's barrier island. a·nd its beaches consist of calcareous
sands, shell fragments, and quartz sand.
The cJimate of this coastal area is typical of a sub-tropical/tropical
region, with a wet summer season and semi-dry winter season and an
annual average temperature of 23:3"C (73.7°F) plus an annual 150
centimeters (59 inches) of rain. Tropical storms and hurricane conditions
can be intense and occur during the summer season at irregular intervals.
These storm conditions have significant effects on beach and barrier island
formation.
Gf'ofogic History
The Floridan Plateau, a calcium carbonate shelf consisting of the
Florida peninsula and the Continental Shelf out to" ·100 meters of water,
was once a part of Gondwanaland and specifically a part of Africa. There is
little geologic evidence of seismic activity on the Florida Peninsula, the
major contributor to the geology of Florida being deposits of calcareous
marine organisms left during the changing sea levels of the Pleistocene
Epoch (Myers and Ewel, 1990). Sea level during the late Cretaceous and
early Tertiary times was as much as 30 meters higher than it is today and
much of the Florida peninsula existed as a shallow marine environment
similar to the present-day geological formation of the Bahama Banks
(Myers anclEwef, 1990; Hoffmeister, 1974). There are at least six different
shorelines evident in Florida's geology (Figure 2). During the periods of
high sea level, massive amounts of calcareous marine organisms and
sediments were deposited in shallow coastal waters. When sea levels
-subSided, these marine deposits were cemented together and·~exposed to
erosion eventually forming the pre~~nt topography of South Florida.
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Figure 2. The main three, out of six, visible shorelines caused by the
changes of sea level during the Pleistocene. A. Wicomico Shoreline, B.
Present Shoreline, C. Wisconsinan, Myers and Ewel, 1990.

Sct..:Ui f!o,·;da's tl:~ogr:~phy i~ -.:IviUt..:d 1ntu tr/0 n.~jcr··,~gi~r,..;,, Lh:
Atlantic coastal ridge and the Everglades. Bedrock in the Everglades
was formed by massive calcareous colonies of bryozoans and Oolitic
limestone, while the Atlantic coastal ridge is primarily made up of Oolitic
limestone, sand, and clay. Several geologic formations make up the
bedrock foundation of the Atlantic coastal ridge in southeast Florida
(from land surface downward): Pamlico Sand, Miami Oolite, Anastasia
Formation, Key Largo limestone and the Fort Thompson Formation, all of
the Pleistocene age, and the Tamiami Formation of the Pliocene age
(Fish, 1988). Miami Oolite, the dominant geologic formation of the
southeast coastal region, grades into the Anastasia Formation near the
border between Broward and Palm beach counties (Hoffmeister, 1974).
Key Largo Limestone, a relict Holocene coral reef limestone,' is considered
to have extended from the Florida Keys during the Pleistocene and is
found to include southeast Florida's coastal geology near John U. Lloyd
.S.tate Recreation Area (Myers.and EW81,1990; Hoffm~i~ter,1~~4).
'
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The Atlantic coastal ridge is located in the Gold Coast district of
southeast Florida which includes the John U. lloyd Recreation Area. It is
along this coastal ridge that beaches and barrier islands have formed
within the past 6,000 years (Dr. P. Blackwelder, personal communication).
Beaches and barrier islands are formed in several ways: by the growth of
spits from headlands and their subsequent breaching by inlets; by the
emergence and aggradation of underwater shoals; and by the drowning and
isolation of mainland dunelines as sea level rose.
Southeast Florida's beaches are composed of calcium carbonate
sand, shell fragments, and quartz sand. The quartz sand is terrigenous
and has eroded from the granitic mountains of the Appalachians; it was
then carried by riverS and deposited on the continental shelf. As sea level
rose during the Pleistocene. Epoch. these sands were .reworked· by waves,
tides and longshore currents to form beaches and barrier islands (Myers
and Ewel, 1990; Pilkey and Field, 1972). Due to the lack of terrigenous
input in Florida, most of southeast Florida's beaches are supplied by
offshore calcium carbonate sand deposits, rather than from today's rivers
which deposit most of their sediments in 1:1ays and estuaries.
Barrier islands are dynamic habitats and are in constant motion.
Their topographic profiles (Figure 3) are the result of plant growth, habitats
and physical properties such as wind, salt spray, waves and overwash
(Barbour et al., 1985). Wave-deposited berms, topped with wind-deposited
dunes where plant life can take hold, eventually produce dune fields and
m~ritirrtcr fo~~~ts s::t:'h ;"s trnfc ·fc'J!nri i11 tht! .John· U U0y0 ~tat~
Recreation Area.
Due to erosion of ceastal front properties and popular recreational
areas, beach nourishment has become increasingly common in Florida in
recent years. Beach nourishment, or replenishment, is the process of
dredging offshore sand material and depositing it onto beaches. The beach
at the John U. Lloyd Recreation Area was restored in both 1977 and 1989

J:igure .3:. Profile:;'of a w~. developea barrier ·island ~a"'nd· it~ mainland,
Beatley et al., 1994.
···
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!lnd now provides access to· one of south Florida's most visited beaches

· (S. R. Dale, personal communication).
Climate
Adjacent to the Atlantic coast in a sub-tropical/tropical climatic
zone, southeast Florida's geology is affected by processes such as tides,
waves, storms and convective heating and cooling of the Florida peninsula.
Tropical storms and hurricane conditions can be intense and occur during
the summer season at irregular intervals. These weather conditions have
significaot effects on beach and barrier island formation . The climate of this
coastal area has a wet summer season and semi-dry winter season .with
·annual temperatures of 23.3°C {73 ~7°F) which rarely exceed 36.7°C
(98.1 °F) in summer or reach ooc (32°F) in the winter and an annual rainfall
of 150 centimeters (59 inc~es).
The Bermuda high ·pressure cell (Figure 4) keeps Florida from
being continuously awash in rain. The Bermuda high prevents
convective·clouds from building into thunderstorms in the fall and ·winter.
As · th~ high pressure cell weakens in the spring and summer,
thunderstorms occur over land in the late afternoon and over the Gulf of
Mexico and the Atlantic at night. These summer convective rains are the
result of diurnal heating of the land surface, which causes air to rise. When
the air rises it encounters lower atmospheric pressures and expands

B£RMUOA
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Fig-ure 4. A common weather pattern for spring and summer illustrating
the effects of the .Bermuda High, the prevailing wind and the sea :breeze.
Pressure is in millibars, My~rs and e·wel, 1990.
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causing it to cool. The moisture in the air then condenses and forms
convective clouds which are responsible for Florida's dally summer
showers. Along with these daily thunderstorms, Florida experiences more
lightening than any other place in the United States {Myers and Ewel,

1990).
Summary
The geology of southeast Florida has been considerably influenced
by changes in sea level and consists of coastal ridges running parallel to
the shoreline, mangrove swamps, and extensive beaches and barrier
islands. The 97_.6 hectare (251 acre) John U. Lloyd State Recrea-tion Area_
is located on a barrier island in Broward County, Florida. The geologic
formations of this coastal area are dominated by Oolitic limestone, sand,
clay, and an occasional intrusion of relict coral reef limestone. The majority
of the soils on this barrier island and ·its beaches consist of calcareous
sands, shell fragments, and quartz sand.
The climate of this coastal area is typical of a sub-tropical/tropical
region, with a wet summer season and semi.<fry winter season. The annual
average temperature is 23.3°C (73. 7°F) which rarely exceeds 36. 7°C
(98.1°C) in summer or reaches ooc (32°F) in the winter and the annual
rainfall is 150 centimeters (59 inches). Tropical storms and hurricane
conditions can be intense and occur during the summer season at irregular
intervals. These storm conditions have had significant effects on the
formation of John U. Lloyd's beaches and barrier Island.
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Beach Communities
Coastal dunes and maritime forests are dynamic habitats.
These ecosystems are closely associated on the John U. Lloyd State
Park barrier island. Many factors are responsible for sculpting the barrier
island topography, thus influencing the vegetation. Salt spray, wave-driven
accretion and erosion, and wind-driven sand movement are among the
physical interactions that dictate floral and faunal components of the
barrier island system. The following is a brief synopsis of the biogeography
of the maritime forest and coastal dune habitats found in John U. Lloyd
State Park.
Beginning at the h.igh tide mark, a transect line was plotted
perpendicular to the North/South axis of the park. The transect spanned
100 meters of the dune and maritime forest system from the ocean to
Whiskey Creek.: Elev,;:Hions were measured at tWo m~ter intervals along the
transect." Results .of the transect can be ~een in Figure·5.
Starting from the water mark, elevation increases until the peak of
the primary dune, approximately 22 meters from the ocean. l.n this area
sea oats (Unio/a paniculata) was the dominant form of vegetation. A sea
turtle nest also fell within our transect line on the foredune. In the section
of the transect 30-50 meters from the ocean, on the backside of the
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primary dune and before the secondary dune, the colonial railroad vine
·(Ipomoea spp) and the dwarfed sea grape (Coccoloba uvifera) were
present. These plants ~ntinued over the second dune as well. The
transitional zone between the secondary dune and the maritime forest was
located 50-75 meters from the ocean. Present in this region were wax
myrtle (Myrica cerifera) along with sea grape. The maritime forest was
found to be approximately 75-100 meters from the ocean. Australian pine
(Casuarina equisetifolia) dominated this region. Very few other plants grew
in the maritime forest habitat, presumably because of the competition and
crowding from pines and pine needles.

1o

Sediment Size and Composition
Sediment samples were collected from three transects taken
within the park. The transects were beach, dune, and maritime forest.
Three samples were taken from each station on the transect. They were
dried and sieved to obtain a percentage of sediment grain size per sample
for each area. The grain size increments measured were: >2mm, 1mm,
O.Smm, 250ug, 63ug, and <63ug, and the results can be seen in Charts 1,
2, and 3. The following rs a table of the sand grain sizes in each of the
three areas:
·
Grain
Sizes

MEDIUM

COARSE
>2mm >1mm >0.5mm

>250ug >63ug

SILTY
<63ug
10g

Beach 48g

42g

468g.

324g

144g

Dune

12g

asag

212g

44g

<"1g

46g

682g

316g

102g

6g

<1g

Forest 6g

-

..

To find the composition of the sediments, each sample was
dissolved in 2N HCL. The samples were then dried and reweighed to
determine the percent carbonate sand in the sediment. The results for the
three areas can be seen in Charts 4 through 9 The percent carbonate
sand in these three areas are as follows:
Beach - 78% carbonate

·o. .Hit::- C~'j~ cariJvr·l ... ~c

Maritime Forest - 86% carbonate.
Non-carbonate material is mainly sificate quartz. For more
information on the geology of John U . Lloyd park refer to Section 2 Physical Setting.
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, Chart 1. Analysis of Beach Sedimenfs
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An Overview of the Dune and. Associated
Floral Communities
Dune vegetation typically displays a zonation pattern consisting c
parallel bands following the shoreline. Three broad areas are typical!
distinguished by the characteristic plant associations found in each zone
1) the foredune, the most exposed region; 2} the coastal strand, ;
transitional zone consisting of a varied mixture of less tolerant plan~
and 3) farthest inland, the maritime (or marine) forest which i
characterized by relatively stable, more permanent and long-lived plan~
dominated by larger trees and shrubs.
Although b~ach life can be a har~h environment,· a surpnsrn
number of plant species may be found - and over twenty kinds ar
endemic. A high diversity of flora occurs within tne backdune throughol
Florida because this community is the product. o_f both- unique geneti
makeup and spe·cies interaction, combined with a wide range c
environmental factors.
Generally, Florida's. coastal pfants exist in a transitional zon
between the warm temperate region to the north and the tropical·soutl
Tropical plant species, of course, are limited to areas in the souther
portion of the peninsula, such as John U. Lloyd State Park.
The maritime forest is a climax community and is easi
recognised by the presence of sea grape and Australian pine. These M
tree species dominate South Florida maritime forests.
Flora on the foredune is less varied in north-south distribution the:
those. of the two more landward zones. This is because plants that a1
closest and directly ~xposed to the ·sea are more insulated from sudde
changes in atmospheric temperatures than more inland plants. This effe
is so significant that over one-third of all beach/foredune plants are able·
range throughout the state. In contrast, only about 15% of plants found
the intermediate and backdune zones range so widefy.

Plants of the Sand Dune
The dunes immediately adjacent to the beach are the harshe
environment for plants. Wind, in combination with intense sunlig~
draws moisture rrom the plant; and at other times high tides and storn
produce waves that rip into the dune, tearing vulnerable vegetation fro
·
its roots.
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Special adaptations for dune plants include a high tolerance for
salt and an ability to conserve water. These plants conserve water in the
same way as desert plants, most notably by exhibiting a low-profile, small
surface area, and reduced leaf number and size. The result is a tendency
toward thick compact leaves that more easily retain water in hot dry
conditions. Another adaptation to minimize water loss is a thick and waterresistant waxy cuticle. Seeds are also extremely water-resistant, and
many can even survive a sea voyage to reach shore and germinate at
some distant beach. These adaptations also minimize salt absorption,
even though foredune plants also have a high tolerance for elevated salt
concentrations in their cells and tissues. Another adaptation is the ability
to anchor themselves firmly in the sand by a dense network of interwoven
··roots that grow and spread quickly.
In addition to the low-lying herbaceous species, like the seaside
purslane (Sesuvium portulacastrum), other early colonizers are several
species of grasses such as the ubiquitous and protected sea oats (Uniola
paniculata). Although sea o.ats are the dominant foredune stabilizers in
northern regions, the coast of Florida's southern beaches is also
dominated by sea grape {Coccoloba uvifera). Other common pioneers are
the sandbur (Cenchrus tribuloides), which is also common on the
protected backside of the foredune and on secondary dunes, and the
beachgrass (Panicum amarum). Among the more common vines are the
beach morning glory (Ipomoea pes-caprae) which extends runners across
the lower dune face and onto the beach. A similar plant of this habitat is
the seaside bean (Canavalia maritima).

Plani.s ul ~ite Coa~~ai ;:>hanu
The coastal strand - sometimes called the secondary dune - is a
transitio'nal zone. It is not only more protected than the foredune, but
also provides a more enriched environment for plant recruitment and
growth. Beginning just behind the protected barrier of the primary dune,
the strand extends to the relativefy stable coastal plant community.
Protected from wind and sea, and with access to stable soils enriched by
the pioneer plants that originally built the dune, other plants can gain a
foothold and even out-compete the pioneering species which are adapted
for harsher conditions. Still, the strand is stressed enough from wind, sea
spray, and shifting sands that it does not atlow colonization by t~e more
stable but less tolerant plants common to the slightly more inland zone.
This transitional zone contains the greaJest number o.f coastal
plants, including. the majority of ender:nic species, yet lt· receive~ Jitt.le
protection from' development. ·Such high species diversity is probably
because this is the most variable of the three zones in terms of p~~ical
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structure and habitat characteristics. There are also more distinct regional
differences in the plant assemblages found in this zone than in the
foredune. The transitional zone is most often dominated by low-growing
woody shrubs intermixed with dwarfed growth forms of both temperate and
tropical inland hardwoods, though sea grape is often dominant in this zone
as far south as John U. Lloyd.
Common members of this assemblage of shrubs and dwarfed
varieties also include the cabbage palm (Saba/ palmetto), red bay
(Persia borbonia), wax myrtle (Myrica cerifera), yaupon {/lex vomitoria),
and saw palmetto (Serenoa repens). Also, especially along the
southeast coast, a thick band of well-defended plants often separates
the stands of sea grape from the vegetation of the foredl!ne. This is
sometimes called the "prickly zone", and contains species such as
Spanish bayonet (Yucca afoifolia) and prickly pear cactus (Opuntia
dillenil).

Plants of the Maritime Forest
The maritime forest is the most inland of the three coastal
veQetation zones, and thus environmental conditions here enable a stabi~
community to persist. Often present is a canopy of taller trees and an
understory of smaller, more shade-tolerant trees and shrubs. In many
cases, though not at the Park, the backdune community may be
composed of low shrub vegetation or grassland, or a mixture of both. The
trees and shrubs found in the stable backdune include species also found
in more inland regions. But unlike their inland relatives, the trees and
shrubs often assume a fla_ttened, asymmetri_cal shap~ caused _bY. the
pruv<tuing winJ and salts~Jray.
The following description of maritime forest vegetation was taken
from the east side of the bridge closest to the 'Barrier Island Trail a·nd
included the area from the edge of the backdune to the edge of Whiskey
Creek. The maritime forest within John U. Lloyd park is not wide (15
meters, 225 feet, by tape measure) nor is it a continuous system. This
area is transversed by a 7 meter (21 feet) pathway which runs north to
south. Australian pine needles are the only cover on this pathway.
In the area from the backdune to the pathway, sea grape trees

(Coccoloba uvifera) are followed. by Australian pines (Casuarina
equisetifolia). Near the edge of the sea grapes are several sea oats (Uniola
paniculata) and vines of the beach morning glory (Ipomoea pes-caprae)
extend in aU directi«?nS along the path. From the pathway to Whiskey
. Creek the _vegetation consis!ed of se~ .o~ts foll~wied by t..beach mor:_ning
· glory, interspersed with cucumberleaf sunflower (Helianthus de/J.ilis). The

.
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north side of the path has a much denser cover of herbs, and thick patches
of sea oats. Some seashore elder (Iva imbricata) can be found growing
along the south side of the path.
In more northerly areas of Florida's west coast, backdune
communities are largely live oak (Quercus virginiana) forests. Other
species also characteristic of the region include laurel oak (Quercus
hemisphearica), red bay {Persia borbonia), cabbage palm (Saba/
palmetto), magnolia (Magnolia grandifJoria), and southern red cedar
{Juniperus silicico/a}. Several pines, namely the loblolly {Pinus taeda) and
longleaf(P. palustris), contribute to the canopy in some northMiy areas as
well. The.. most ·c·ommon understory shrubs ·include the yaupon and wax
myrtle, as well as the buckthorn (Bumelia ten ax).
In the Park, Australian pines generally settle behind the foredune
and continue inlanGI fnvading .native grasslands. T.hese pines arc· more
tolerant of seaspray than native woody species, and they displace sea
grape, coastal shrubs (CJ1rysoba/anus, Sophora, Emodea, and Argusi:J),
and coas~l grasses (Muh/enbergia and $chizachyium). The pine canopy
keeps sunJight out and its ·massive leaf litter can smother mo!':t native
seedlings and saplings.
The maritime forest in John U. Lloyd State Park is not a truly
natural system; however the transition bef:\veen dune, forest and tidal creek
is easy to see, as it occurs within a short distance. The east side of
Whiskey Creek consists of maritime forest vegetation while the west side
consists of mangroves th~t lead into a tropical hardwood hammock.

Plant List from the Park Transect
..

..

.

.

.

An east~west transect line traversing the island was established
approximately 300 meters south of the Whiskey Creek Bridge. The
following plant survey was conducted· on the seaward side of the island
beginning at the wrack line and continuing to the shoreline of Whiskey
Creek, a distance of about 100 meters.

Tread Softly or Spurge Nettle
Cnidosco/us stimu/osus
Perennial, 0.1-1.2 m tall; stems
covered with sharp hairs; leaves
10~30 em wide; sepals5, 1-1 .5 em
long., petal-li~e •. ~hit~; J3etals 0; .'
capsutes to 1 err! long: -Dry sites.
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West Indian Greeper or: Creeping Daisy
Wedleia trilobata
Prostrate vine with bright green opposite leaves at about 10 em interval
Leaves have long central lobe and a reduced lobe on either side. Sm·
yellow flower with 8-13 petals. Sandy beaches behind spray zone.

b. Virginia Creeper
Psrthenocissus quinquefolia

Perennial; climbing or trailing by tendrils with sticky discs; leavtdivided like a hand into 3-5 (usually 5) leaflets; each leaflet to 15 C'
long, with toothed margins; flowers grouped in cymes; pefl:!ls2-3 mm Ion~
red with green margins; berries.8-9 mm in diam., black to blue. WootJ
sites.
c. Sea Purslane
Sesuvium portulacastrum

Perennial, to 2m tall, succulent to partially woody; stems prostrate t·
ascending; leaves 1.5-4 em long; opposite; flowers stalked; sepals·
petal-like, green on· inside, pink on inside; capsules 8-1 0 mm lon·
opening circularly, stalked. Seashores.
d. Yucca Cactus or Spanish Bayonet
Yucca a/oifofia

.

Perennial, 1-2.5 m tall; stems ~ranching; leaves 40-80 CITJ long, pointe\
petals to 6 em long, white; berries to 9 em long. Native along Florida co a~
Cultivated and escapes from cultivation. Dunes, sandhills.
e. Sea Grape
Coccoloba uvifera

Perennial shrub or small tree, to 15 m tall; leaves 4-27 em long, hean
shaped to rounded, broader than long, thick; sepals to 3 mm long, greE
to yellow~achenes to 2 em in diam., enclosed by juicy hypanthium; fruii
in grape-like clusters. Coastal hammocks and strands.
f. Nickernut Shrub
Caesalpinia bonduc

Sprawling vine with spine~. Comix>und leaf, to 60 em long; twic.e pinnat<.
5-9 pairs of pinnae, 5-7 pairs of leaflets. Leaflets oval, to 4 em long. Dar
brown prickly pod, to 8 em long, contains buoyant smooth gray see
commonly washed up on beaches. limestone thickets.
g. Beach Sunflower
Helianthus debilis

Annual, 1-1.5 m tall, or to 10 em long; stems lying flat; brancbE·
ascending to erect, red-, brown-, purple-mottled, covered with sho
hairs; leaves irregularly toothed; ray flowers to 1.5 em long; yello\'
discs to 15 mm wide, red to purple. Coastal sites.
h. Saw Palmetto
Serenoa repens
Pe(ef}ni~! •.to

7 m tall; stems undergrOU!id, creeping, leaning to. erec
bra'nching;-leaves fanlike, with
midrib; ·leaf petio.leS Spiny; petals I•

·-

-

.
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4.2 mm long; drupes to 20 mm long, black. Dry to w~t woods.

i. Common dandelion
Taraxacum officinale
Perennial, low herb; leaves 8-40 em long, entire to lobed; flower sterr.
to 50 ·em tall; flower heads 3-5 em in diam.; rays orange to yelfov.
achenes to 3n.tm long. Lawns, disturbed sites.
j. Shortleaf Fig or Wild Banyan Tree

Ficus citrifolia
Evergreen tree; sometimes produces aerial roots from its branches
leaves similar to strang_ler fig, alternate, entire, leathery, smooth, dar~
green; 5-11 em long and 3.5-9 em wide; flowers small and inconspicuous
fruit rounded, to about ·2.5 em in diam.; yellow at first, dark red wher
ripe, borne on obvious stalks.
k. Sea Blight

Suaeda linearis
Small, profusely branched, fleshy herb to 1 m tall; linear alternate leave~
are quite vafiabie in size; shallow-rooted annual; spike with many minutE
flowers usually borne in spring; many small, shiny, smooth, green seeds
found on slightly elevated drier saline soils.
I. Creeping Cucumber

Melothria pendula
Perennial vine, creeping, climbing or trailing; leaves 2-8 em long, 3- tc
5-lobed, ovate to reniform; petals 5, to 2.7 mm long, yellow; berrie!
small, pendulous, 10-25 mm long. Moist, disturbed sites.

m. Florida Rosemary
Ceratiola ericoides
Perennial fragrant shrub, to 3 m tall, round or mound-like, evergreen
numero~s stiffly erect branches; leaves,8-12 mm long, slender, needle
liKe; llowers to 1.5 mrn long, yeilow or red; drupes 2-3 mm wide, yellow
olive or red. Open sand ridges, old dunes, pine scrub.

n; Spurge
Chamaesyce hyssopifo/ia

o.

.

Annual, to 80 em; stems erect to ascending, smooth to slightly hairy
leaves 1-4 em long; cyanthia several, in peduncled cymes; glan<
appendages pink or white, petal-like; capsules 1.5-2 mm long, smooth
Dry to wet disturbed sites.
Samphire

Blutsparon vermicu/are
Perennial, to 2 m long; stems succulent, lying flat to ascending; leave:
1-6 em long, opposite, sessile, semi-terete; spikes 1-3 em long; sepal!
5, 3-5 mm long, silvery white; stamens 5; utricles to 1 mm long. Coasta

sites.
p. Stenandrium
Stenanprium dulce ,

. . _. .

l.ow herb;· pink,
weakly zygomorphic flowers. 1.s..;2 em ton9:
.
.
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elfiptical, 2-3 em long. Low pine lands.

q. Common Beggar-Tick
-Bidens alba
Annual, 0.1-1.2 m tall; leaves simple to compound, with segments2-1(
em long; ray flowers 5, 1-2 em long, white: achenes to 1.2 em long
pappus of 2·3 awns. Disturbed sites.
r. Madagascar Periwinkle
Catharanthus rose us
An African native plant, but now naturalized, becoming weedy ir
pinelands, waste places, and road sides of Florida. The flowers comE
. in several colors s~ch as white, pink, or rose purple. The axillary flowen
have a 20-30 mm long corolla tube.
s. Railrode Vine . ·
Ipomoea pes-caprae
·This plant inhabits coastal beaches and dunes.lt is a perennial plant witt
a .creepjng, trailing, smooth fleshy.stem. The.leaf blades are 40-100 .mn
long. The flower petals are4()..60 mm long,lavenderto purple, and funnel
shaped. The capsules are 15 mm in diameter.
t. Coast Sandspur
. Cenchus incertus
The grass has a prostrate culm up to a meter long. l'he fruit has shaq
spines, are 10 mm broad. They occur on beach dunes, sandypinelands
or weedy lawns. They are perennial weeds of beaches and dunes.
u. Sea Oats
Uniola panicu/ata
A tall, coarse grass to 1m tall, with seed heads to 2 m.lt has an attractiv1
splayed seed head of compressed spikelets which mature in laft
«l!rnmf'r. They ·!'frf'> usu<'ll!y found nrowin!:" in dump~. ~nd ~an b~ 1
continuous cover, if they are given suitable time and habitat. Sea oat:
flourish in sandy areas ofdunes. They are persistentundercircumstance:
of heat~ drought, salt, and lack of nutrients. They are very important il
stablization of the dune area.
v. Polypore mushrooms
This group is representative of large,leatherymushraoms. They grow 01
wood. Most of them either lack stalks or have lateral or off-center stalks
w. Orange Poria mushroom
Crust-like, broadly spreading, stalkless mushroom.lt is brilliant orange
and covers wood.
x. White Indigo Berry
Randia aculeata
Perennial shrub, 0.3-3 mtall; stems spiny: leaves 1.5-5 em long; sepal!
4, to 1 mm long; petals 5, 5-7 mm long, white berries 8-10 mm long
white. Coastal hammocks.
..~;. .

·~
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y. Pal.e· Green Peperomia
Peperomis floridana
Vinelike,often epiphitic tropical
evergreen plants; pale elliptic
green leaves, 3-5 em long;
flowering spike to 5-10 em long;
this species endemic to south
Florida.
z. Oyster Plant
Rhoeo spathacea
To 60.9· em, purple and green
leaves; moderate to .high salt
tolarance: flower is white;
inconspicuous. Cold sensitive.
Cultivated and grown as ground
.cover in Florida.
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Mangrove Swamps
Mangrove swamps, also called mangals, are a common feature
covering 60-75% of tropical and subtropical coastlines, usually between
25°N and 25°S latitude. Mangroves are forests of trees and shrubs that
are rooted in soft sediments in the upper intertidal zone. Mangroves
include genera such as Rhizophora, Avicennia, Laguncularia and
Conocarpus, as well as up to as many as 60 species of flowering terrestrial
plants. A mangrove community can be divided into habitats such as the
above-water forest, the intertidal swamp, and the submerged subtidal
habitat (Lalli and Parsons, 1993).
Five main factors appear to limit the distribution of mangroves:
climate, salt water, water fluctuation, substrate and wave energy (Myers
and Ewel, 1990). Mangroves are capable of growing in a wide range of
freshwater or. brackish waters; however salinity is necessary to reduce
competition from other plant species. Salinity can be a problem under
hypersaline conditions in irregularly flooded areas of the "high swamp".
These "high swamp" areas occur naturally in Florida. Water or tidal
fluctuations are important .in transporting nutrients and marine animals,
distributing mangrove propagules and detritus, and aiding in preventing
soils from reaching lethal saline levels. Mangrove substrates (mud, peat,
sand, etc.) can affect nutrient retention and determine the extent to which
sediment salinity affects plant growth. Mangroves develop best in areas of
low wave energy. High wave energy and currents erode fine shoreline
sediments, disrupt mangrove root systems and prevent mangrove propagules
from settling (Odum et al., 1982).
In mangrove swamps there is a gradual change from marine to
terrestrial conditions, beginning at the seaward side of a mangrove area, to
the landward edge. The zonation of different mangrove species corresponds.
to sea levels. Mangroves have physiological adaptations that enable them
to exclude salt from their tissue or excrete excess salt. The mangrove root
system consists of both aerial and shallow roots that intertwine and spread
over a muddy substrate. The substrate is oxygen-poor and the aerial roots
allow plants to obtain oxygen directly from the atmosphere. Many mangrove
plants are viviparous, producing seeds that germinate on the tree.
Mangrove Community Types
The commonly distinguished community types are: 1- Basin forests.
located inland, channeling runoff toward the coast; close to the coast they
are influenced by daily tides and are usually dominated by red mangroves.
As .tidal influences lessen, dominance shifts to black and white niangrov·es~·. .
2- Riverine forests.include taller forests alo~g tidal rivers and creeks. The
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entire forest is usually flushed by daily tides and red mangroves predominate
along the edge, with black and white mangroves farther inland. 3- Fringe
mangrove forests are located along edges of mainland and larger islands
where high elevations prevent tidal overwashing. Less distinguished mangrove
zones are: overwash, dwarf or scrub, and hammock forests.
Sediment
Mangroves are found on a wide variety of substrates. These
with high organic content,
peat, sand, and even rock and dead coraL Primary mangrove soils in south
Florida are calcareous marl muds or sands, and in north Florida are
siliceous sands. Mangroves flourish best on· muds and fine-grained s~nds,
(Odum et al., 1982). Leaf fall and detritus produced by mangroves and their
inhabitants contribute largely to the sediment.
subs~rates include fine inorganic muds, muds

Mangrove Community Species
Red Mangrove
Rhizophora mangle
.
The r~d mangrove dominates the mi~dle and lower portions of the intertidal
and upper subtidal zone.
Distinctive characteristics are: a complex network of "prop roots" that
arise from the trunk and branches and shallowly penetrate the soil below
the tree. Prop roots serve to support the tree in the substratum and to
promote gas exchange. The red m~ngrove has thin gray bark and dark red
wood. It may reach 25 m in height. The leaves are long, broad, and blunted
at the apex and are a shiny, .deep green above. and paler below. The
propagules or seedlings (sea pencils) can be up to 25-3U em long. The fruit
is a leathery brown, conical berry about 2.5 em long and flowering usually
occurs throughout the year, predominately in spring _and summ.er.

F:igure 8. Red mangrove flower, propagule·. and le~f-/..

..
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Black Mangrove

Avicennia germinans
The black mangrove predominates in the upper part of the intertidal zone
and into the irregularly flooded higher elevations, or "high swamp".
Distinctive characteristics are: the easily recognized system of "cable
roots" that branch out from the tree and have short, vertical aerating shoots
(pneumatophores) extending more than 7.5 em above the mud.
Pneumatophores usually form an extensive carpet under the tree. The
black mangrove has dark brown bark and may reach a height of 21 m.
The leaves are narrow, elliptic, or oblong; the upper surface is green and
shiny, the lower surface is gray~green and coated with fine hairs. Both
surfaces are encrusted with salt, making the leaf salty to the taste. The
propagules, orfruit, are "lima-bean" shaped and can be up to 2:5 em long .
Clusters of white stalkless flowers (6 mm) are in season during spri~g and
early summer. Black mangroves generally grow landward of the red mangrove.

Figure 9. Black mangrove flower, leaf, and fruit

White Mangrove

Laguncularia racemosa

.

The white mangrove is generally found in groups throughout the intertidal
zone, but predominately in the irregularly flooded "high swamp".
Distinctive characteristics are: usually lacks both prop roots and
pneumatophores, may have pneumatophore-like structures called
pnemathodes or adventitious roots similar to prop roots. The white mangrove
bark is gray-brown, rough, and fissured, and the tree itself may reach 15
or more in height. The leaves are rounded, broadly oval and flattened, about
7 em long. Leaves are borne on reddish or pink stalks (petioles), then
become yellow-green. The white mangrove has two salt glands at the apex
of the petiole~ The propagules are small (1 em). The pear-shaped fruit is
velvety, gray-green, and flattened on sides, with ridges. Flowering occurs
either in spring and early summer, or late summer and early fall.

m
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Figure.10. White mangrove flower, leaf, and fruit

Gray Mangrove or Buttonwood

Conocarpus erectus
Buttonwood usually occurs at higher elevations than white mangrove, ·il
areas o"f sand/strand vegetation. The buttonwoood, is not frequently classe<
as a "true" mangrove because it lacks typical mangrove characteristic!
such as vivipary. It is closely associated with "true" mangroves at th1
transition zone. The silvery gray form is commonly used in landscaping.
Distinctive characteristics are: the buttonwood bark is dark brown and th1
plant grows as a shrub or tree up to 18 m in height. The leaves are long
pointed at both ends, and can be 4-9 em long. The berrylike fruit is browt
or green, about 1.2 em wide, is formed in clusters on long stems, and is •
persistent wood aggregate.

Figure 11. Buttonwood, or Gray mangrove, fruits a·nd leaf.
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Figure 12. Profile of a typical mangrove swamp community in John U.
Lloyd State Recreation Area. The two horizontal lines indicate mean
tide water marks; the top line represents mean high tide and the lower line
represents mean low tide. (a) The above-tide-forest showing a raccoon in
the sea grape, (b} the intertidal zone showing a mangrove crab between
pneumatophores (roots of the black mangrove) and mangrove seedlings,
and (c) the subtidal zone supports a variety of invertebrates, including
barnacles and tunicates, as well as juvenile and adult fishes .

...
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Plants other than Mangroves
Seaside Maho

Thespesia populnea
The seaside mah9 is a vigorous salt-tolerant tree which is able to thrive il
a variety of habitats. It is a dense, spreading shrub or tree reaching to 9 n
in height. It has dark green, shiny, heart-shaped leaves and a large, yello..
bell-shaped flower turning purple inside. The five-ridged, hard fruit is rounc
slightly flattened, green or brown. The seaside maho may intermingle wit:
mangroves on low silty land.
Seaside heliotrope

. Heliotropium curassavicum
The seaside heliotrope is a plant which grows as an understory in mangrove
when sufficient light is allowed in through openings in the canopy. Th·
seaside heliotrope is branched, spreading, prostrate, with ascending shoo~
It is often woody at the base, and up to 50 em tall, with gray-green, near!
linear, fleshy leaves. Small white odorless flowers with a yellow eye occL:
in linear clusters at ends of stems, curling at the apices.
Sea Grape
·

Coccp/oba uvifera
The sea grape is a spreading shrub or tree about 6 m tall, having rounc
r;.Jbbery, bright green leaves up to 27 em long, with red or yellow veim
White flowers occur in spike-like clusters. Green or dark reddish fruit occl
in grape-like clusters, and is edible. Sea grape found near the mangrov
swamp has sa!Holerant floating seeds which are distributed by winds an
tides.
Saltwort

Batis maritima
The saltwort is extremely tolerant of saline saturated soils and is foun
borderjng salt flats and fringes of mangroves. It is a spreading small shru
with ascending shoots, and aromatic, fleshy leaves in dense spikes. Th
root and main stem can be woody.

Animals
In the above-tide forest, which is formed by the trunks and le<
canopy of the mangroves, birds, bats, lizards, tree snakes, snails, Jan
and mangrove crabs, spiders, and insects are all common residents. Th
intertidal S\Vamp offers a variety of different substrates and ·differer
microhabitats, some organisms attaching to the mangrove roots, other
residing in or on the mudflats. Barnacles and oysters are conspicuou
on the roots and periwinkles (snails) are fauna in abundance crawlin
over th.e roots .ifl the upper intertidal· zen e. · Some polycnaate worrrrs :ar
also associated ·with the roof system, with some tube-building specie
attaching to the hard,surface. The intertidal mud flat is home to numerou
.
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burrowing fiddler crabs (Uca) and sea cucumbers. Red and green benthic
algae are grazed by am phi pods and some species of crabs. In the subtidal
zone, mangrove roots support a rich epiflora and epifauna of algae, sponges,
tunicates, anemones, hydroids, and bryozoans, and provide a nursery and
refuge for commercially important juvenile fish and invertebrates. Turtle
grass may be the dominant benthic plant in some Caribbean areas, serving
to stabilize the mud bottom. Burrowing animals (crabs, shrimps, worms}
and fishes are common. The primary producers of mangroves are benthic
algae, seagrasses, and phytoplanlcton.
Microorganisms: Mycoflora (fungO and bacteria are important components
in the mangrove communities. Fungi are important because of their role in
energy flow in m~ngrove swamps. Bacteria are important in the anaerobic
soils of the mangrove forest.
•
Invertebrates: The mangrove. ecosystem, with its tree canopies. masses
.··of. aerial roots, muddy 'Substrates, and the associated creeks and small
embayments, offer many habitats for a wide variety of invertebrates.
Invertebrates irwlude barnacles, sponges, anemones, polychaete worry1s.
snails, mollusks, isopods, amphipods, shrimp, oysters, copepods,
ostracods,· coelenterates, nematodes, annelids, bryozoans, tu nicates, and·
a wide varietY of insects. The most obvious and· dominant organisms are'
usually barnacles, crabs, oysters, mussels, isopods, polychaetes,
gastropods, and tunicates. The mangrove has four categories of invertebrates:
direct grazers which feed on mangrove leaves, prop roots and mud algae
directly; filter feeders; deposit feeders which skim detritus; and carnivores
which feed from the tree canopy to the mud surface.
;'i...;tr(;~: i ..iat,S:;;Ifwo',{t.JS s ::i "!~
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water interface which provides a protected habitat suitable for juvenile fish,
and (2) leaves which are a basic energy source_for a detritus-based food
web on which fish are dependent. The common representative mangrove
fishes are mullet, mojarra, silver jenny, pipefish, jacks, barracuda, snappers,
snook, tarpon, bonefish, schoolmasters, minnows, red drum, spotted sea
trout, and killifish.
Amphibians and Reptiles: Mangrove communities provide food and habitat
for turtles, snakes, lizards, and frogs. Several marine turtle species are
associated with mangrove vegetation at some stage of their lives. Loggerhead
turtles may use the mangrove swamps as nursery grounds and hawksbill
turtles feed on a variety of plant materials including mangrove fruits
(especially red mangrove), leaves, wood, and bark. Two important species
of.reptiles found in mangrove swamps are the American alligator and the
. American. crocodile. The cuban brown anole is an aroqreal lizard that
~ .... feeds on·insects. · Ttie mangrove water snake is·found among the prop:

.
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roots of red mangroves.

Birds: Mangroves present a diverse structural habitat for a great variety of
.. birdlife. Common birds are pelicans, egrets, herons, ibis, and ducks. Six
groups of birdlife with distinct feeding habits are found in mangrove
communities. This includes wading birds, probing shorebirds, floating and
diving waterbirds, aerially-searching birds, birds of prey, and arboreal birds.
Mangrove swamps also serve as breeding habitat for wading birds. Each
group provides some value to the avifauna of the mangrove swamp. This
value differs according to community type and the kind of bird group.

Mammals
Mammals are found in abundance in the mangrove swamp zone,
due to the Y,/ide variety of food offered. Medium-sized to large mammals are
usually carnivores, while the small mammals. are _pi'edominately arboreal··
and terrestrial spe.cies. Large mammals which utilize mangrove areas are
the panther, gray fox, bobcat, striped skunk, raccoon, mink, river otter, and
the black bear. The white-tailed deer is common in mangrove swamps, but
also utilizes many other habitats. Smaller mammals ·include: opossum,
:
marsh rabbit, cotton and rice rats.

Importance and Value of Mangrove Swamps
Mangrove swamps are a vital feature of Florida coastlines. The
mangrove is essential to the ecology of the shoreline, where the roots act
to stabilize the soil, maintain water quality, and provide food and refuge for
many liloli.-lt. cinirt',al.:>. ;; critical value 01 rnangrove commumties is as
nursery habitats for fishes and invertebrates. Some of these animals are of
commercial and sport value, e.g.,- sea turtles, pink shrimp, spiny lobster,
snook; and gray snapper. Ma.ngroves· are important in their aesthetiCs and
tourism value, as some individuals find visits to mangrove swamps a pleasant
experience.

Management
Mangrove aerial root systems are one of the plant's most vulnerable
components because of its susceptibility to clogging by prolonged flooding
and. boring damage from invertebrates. Mangroves are_ fragile and are
continually disturbed by man's activities; removed for condominium
construction; and destroyed by pollution from herbicides and crude oil.
Any process, natural or~ man-induced, which .coats the aerial roots with fine
$ediments or·ccwers them With water .for extended periods has a potential
for r:n·arig'rove de~truct)on. Protective m~asur'es- jnclude: (1) prevention of
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outright destruction from dredging and filling; (2) prevention of drainage,
diking and flooding; (3) reduction of fine-grained materials which might clog
the aerial roots; (4) prevention of oil spills and herbicide spray driftage; and
{5) protection from increased wave action or current velocities from boat
wakes and sea walls.
Where mangroves have been destroyed, they can be replanted, or
suitable alternate areas can be planted, acre-for-acre through mitigation
procedures. In John U. Lloyd State Park, 33 hectares {81.4 acres) of
planted mangroves lie between the main road through the park and the
intracoastal waterway. In addition 6- and 9-hectare (14.8- and 22.2-acre)
areas of planted mangroves are scattered throughout the park. These
mitigation projects·were conducted by the Port Everglades Authority and
are discuSsed more extensively in the Wetlands Mitigation (p.45) section.
The best management practice for all types .of Florida mangrove
ecosystems is preservation. At no cost
man, mangrove· forests- provide ·
habitat for valuable birds, mammals, amphibians, reptiles, fishes, and
. invertebrates and support extensive coastal food webs. Every effort should
be made to eliminate any losses either through mitigation or other
management policies. The rational utilization of. mangrove areas depend's
utttmately on increasing awareness of the importance of this unique
community.

to
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Subtropical Hardwood ·Hammock
Subtropical hardwood hammocks are narrow, elevated strips of
dense vegetation found in coastal and inland regions. They are created
through the succession of land development from the shoreline through
the maritime forest (Figure 13). These are named "climax" communities,
because of their advanced growth.
The hardwood hammock found in John U. Lloyd State Park
contains a variety of native and exotic species of flora (Table·1). The
native species are more diverse whereas the exotics are well developed.
Australian pines, Brazilian peppers, and Melaleucas-are surrounding the
hammock and invading it throughout Florida. Exotics are being "poisoned"
and cut down as to limit their growth and development. Once given the
chance the native species sprout and erupt in growth.
.

'·

The canopy, which is comprised of large trees, filters sunlight
from the understory. Although this occurs, the understory flo~:~rishes due
to the release of organic material by the canopy. This organic material
consists of thin, rich top soil underlain by sand and a limestone substrate.
Rain water can easily infiltrate these areas allowing necessary moi~ture for
growth. Elevation protects the flora and fauna by restricting the inundation
of salt water (Figure 14).
Animals inhabit the area, but are rarely seen (Table-1). Loud
noises from people, cars, and airplanes influence animals to hide during
day time hours. The most common organisms observed are birds,
-~,
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Figure 13. Vertical Profile for John U. Lloyd State Park Subtropical
Hardwood_H~mock and Tidal (Whiskey) .Creek. 'Transect points increase·
.from east to west ,
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.Ftl;iure 1·4. Vertical Profile for John U. Lloyd Subtropic~l Hardwood
Hammock. Transect points increase from east to west.
Table 1. Flora and fauna of the Subtropical Ra~wood Hammock
Native Vegetation

' :&..

:.i

Red mangrove
Black mangrove
White mangrove
Buttonwood
Sea grape
Cabbage palm
Saw p~lmetto
Buttonbush
Poisonwood
Gumbo limbo
Lantern-vine
Red mulberry
Strangler fig
Pigeon-plum
Wild coffee
Snowberry
Spanish bayonet
Spanish stopper
. Gray nickerbean
Wild .poipsettia.
Ferns {various) ·

Rhizophora mangle
Avicennia germinans
Lagunculana racemosa
Conocarpus erecfus

Coccotoba uvitera
Saba/ palmetto
Serenoa rep.ens
Cephalanitws occidentalis
Metopium toxiferum
Bursera simaruba
Herissantia spp.
Morusrubra
Ficus aurea
Cocco/oba diversifolia
Psychotria nervosa
Chicocca alba
Yucca a/oifolia
Eugenia foetida
Caesalpinia bonduc
PC?insettia cyat,hophqra

.,
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Wax Myrtle
Coontie

Myrica cerifera
Zamia floridana

Exotic Vegetation

Australian·pine
Brazilian pepper
Melaleuca

Casuarina equisetifolia
Schinus terebinthifolius
Melaleuca quinquenervia

Animals

Fiddler crab
Coffeebean snail
Fish crow
Common grackle
Black racer
Brown anole
Raccoon
Opossum

Ucaspp.
Me/amp us coffeus
CotVus ossifragus
Ouiscalus quiscufa
Coluber constrictor pri.;ipus
Ano!is sagre'i
Procyon lotor
Didelphis virginiana

Small milkweed bug

Lygaeus kalmii
Vespu/a maculifrons
Family Culicidae
Order Odonata
Superfamily Papilionoidea

Insects

Yeflowjacket
Mosquito
Dragonflies {various)
Buttertlies {various)
f?~n.':ln:> ·sridcr
Crab spider

C:/os n.;;tj~:Jr.ntis
Gasteracantha tetracantha

,

~
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Whiskey Creek
Whiskey Creek is a tidally influenced area bordered by scrub
and mangrove habitats (Figure 15). Australian pines have invaded the
eastern side scrub of Whiskey creek, and mangroves appear on the west.
Many mangroves inhabit this area because of the available water exchange
and sunlight. Man-made extensions were cut into the creek to increase
tidal flushing, allowing for healthy ecosystems.
The creek is shallow with a mud-based soil. The soil is comprised
of detrital matter from s'urrounding vegetation and burrowing organisms.
Detritus is the basis for the food chain and allows for an abundance of algal
growth in the estuarine system.
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Transect P:>ints

Figure 15. Tidal Creek Profile for John U. Lloyd State Park. Transect
pointS increase from east west
·
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Table 2. Flora and fauna of Whiskey Creek
Vegetation

Ipomoea pes-caprae
Uniola paniculata
Coccoloba uvifera
Sesuvium portulacastrum
Rhizophora mangle

Beach morning glory
Sea oats
Sea grape
Sea purslane
Red mangrove
Black mangrove
White mangrove
Australian pine
. Railroad Vine

Avicennia germinans

Laguncularia racfHTTOsa
Casuarina equisetifo/ia ·
Hen'ssantla spp.
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~nlm_als

West Indian manatee
Squirrels
little blue heron
Common .grackle
Fish crow
Great egret
Osprey
Gulls and Terns
Coffeeb~an snail
Mangrove tree crab
Fiddler crab
Shrimp
Blue crab
··' Southern stingray
White mullet

Trichechus manatus
Family Sciuridae
Egretta caerulea
Quiscalus quiscu/a
Coruis ossifragus
Casmerodius a/bus
Pandion haliaetus
Family laridae
Melampus coffeus
Aratus pisionii
Ucaspp.
Penaeus spp.
Ca/linectes sapidus
Dasyatis americana
Mugil curema
Family Gerreidae
Sphoeroides nephelus
Au/ostr:omus meculatus
Strongy/ura notata
Strongy/ura marina
Family Bothidae
Bathygobius soporator
Ginglymostoma cirratum
Families Atherinidae,
Clupeidae, Engrafididae

Mojarra
Southern puffer
Trumpetfish
Red fin· needlefish
Atlantic needlefish
Flounder
Frillfin goby
Nurse shark
Minnows, Kil!ifishes,
and Silversides
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Human Influences
Human activities have had a profound and widespread effect on
park ecosystems. Such impacts include the construction of a roadway
through the park, construction of buildings and other structures, beach
renourishment projects, introduction of exotic vegetation, and general
public use.
The park contains a small portion of Broward County's mangrove
communities. The Florida m~ngrove ecosystems are declining at a rapid
rate due to the demand for coastal. property. Ma!lgrove communities
provide valuable habitat for a wide range of wildlife species including the
American crocodile (Crocodylus acutus) and the Florida panther (Felis
concolor coryt). Mangroves also provide nurseries for invertebrates and fish,
and roosting for birds.
The location of the park makes it susceptible to petroleum
pollutants and other harmful chemicals spilling from Port Everglades. Any
activities that cover the roots of the trees for a long period of time have the
potential to impact these trees. Dredging of the inlet and Intracoastal
Waterway has caused kills of ma!'lgroves within the park; however, Port
Everglades has mitigated for many of the removed mangroves along the
Intracoastal Waterway.
Exotic species including Australian pine (Casuarina equisetifolia)
and Brazilian pepper (Schinus terebinthifolius) have taken over large
'10rtrons of th"! f.1<:Tk. ThP. forrnN W~<; ir;frOri"C!;'"rf ~0 th~ ~ht~ ~:<=: ~ !"'~twcil
windbreak for protection against tropical storms and hurricanes. It now
occupies much of the north portion of the park and along the ro~dsides.
Brazilian pepper can also be found along the roadsides. On the positive
side, pines provide shade for tourists and peppers provide food for birds
and wildlife. The park is in the process of eradicating some of these exotic
species.
Beach renourishment disturbs the natural processes of the beach
and dune systems. Sea turtle nesting can be impacted due to this activity
if compatible sands are used and are packed hard.
Public use can cause a detrimental effect on park ecosystems.
Facilities have been constructed on or over portions of the natural
communities for public access. These access routes help keep the major
populations off of the remaining ecosystems but it subdivides the habitat~
into s'rria_ller units. These smalr~Fhatiit~fs have a~~5ser chance. for survival
than a la.rger syst~m due tQ pollutants, stress, and exotic takeover, unless
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John U. Lloyd Beach was first renourished in 1977 and twelve
yeai'S later in 1989. The latest beach nourishment in 1989 has eroded at a
rate of ten meters each year for a total of sixty meters by 1995 (Fink!,
1996). Without artificially replenishing the beaches, there is a potential
loss of one-third to one-half of Broward's beaches in the next decade.
Beach restoration involves dredging sand from offshore sources
and depositing it on the eroded beach. This process can cause
sedimentation and turbidity which is of concern to the coral reef
community off the .coast of John U. Lloyd Beach State Recreation Area. A
four-year study was made by Nova Southeaste·rn University between 1990
and 1994, on the impacts beach restoration had on the coral c.omm!Jnities
and infaunal marine biot~. The results of this study are available in a
technical report; Biological Monitoring of the Hollvwood-Hallandale Beach
Renourishment, from the Broward Co.unty Department <?f. Natur~l Resource
Protection.

Turtle Nest Relocation
Three of eight sea turtle species nest on south Florida's bea~hes;
these include: the loggerhead (Caretta caretta), green (Chelonia mydas),
and leatherback (Dermoche/ys coriacea). The status of the green and
leatherback sea turtles is endangered whereas the loggerhead is
threatened. All sea turtles are protected under State and Federal laws,
and violations are punishable 'c1f fines and imprisonment.
Sea twti~:: nesting season iu .:iouln Ho1ida can btigin as early as
March and ends in September, with the nesting peak in June and July.
Nesting involves the female sea turtle crawling from the water up the
bea.ch where an egg cham~er is dug. In tliis flask-shaped hole·,· eggs
which resemble ping-pong balls are laid. This is called the egg clutch
which many times contains more than 100 eggs. Sand is flung over the
egg chamber covering the clutch; when finished the turtle returns to the
sea.
Once laid, loggerhead sea turtle nests take between 50 to 60 or
65 days to hatch. As emergence nears, the sand above the nest begins to
collapse as the hatchlings make their way out of the egg shells and
move close to the surface. They wait together several inches under the
surface till the sand cools before emerging. Emergence usually occurs
at night and for thu most part is simultaneous; however there are some
exceptions ..
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John U. Lloyd State Park has approximately 200 nests per
season, and from these nests thousands of hatchlings are released back
to the sea. Park rangers trained to do nesting surveys record data, mark
nests, and excavate hatched nests to determine the emergence success.
Relocation is also used as a conservation method for nests laid in areas
prone to severe beach erosion and those laid too close to the high tide
line. The utmost care is taken in the handling of the eggs as well as in
choosing the relocation site. All nests are monitored throughout their
incubation period for signs of predation by racoons, opossums, and/or
ants. Because the park closes at dusk and the beaches are patrolled and
protected by park staff, nesting turtles and nests are relatively safe from
poaching by man at night.
Nesting surveys from John U. Lloyd State Park are compiled at
the end of each season in a technical report through the Department of
Environmental Protection Marine Research Institute. This is valuable
information when studying nesting patterns and the effects of beach
renourishment. If you would like information on the sea turtle walks please
contact the park. Such programs are given by rangers offering information
and education to the public, if you are lucky you may get the opportunity
to see a nesting turtle!

Figure 18.

A nesting leatherback, Dermochelys coriacea. Photo
courtesy. of W. Margolis
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Wetlands Mitigation
A large portion of the mangroves in the Park were planted to
compensate for destroying mangroves at Port Everglades. The Port
needed to expand into a mangrove area and, as "mitigation" for this,
created a new mangrove forest. The process of mitigation allows for
development to happen without a net loss of mangroves.
In this project, the Port scraped down 9.2 hectares (23 acres) of
high areas along the intracoastal waterway which were covered with
Australian pine. They then planted red mangroves (Rhizophora mangle).
Innovative techniques were used in the project, based on many years of
mangrove mitlgation experience.· After five years, we can see that the
project is a success and a mangrove forest is thriving.
Success however 15 not measured only in dense mangrove forest.
Nova conducted studies of birds, fish, invertebrates (crabs, clams, and
worms), and soils to determine if the forest was productive as habitat. So
far, five studef1ts have conducted their Master of Science (M.S.) research
in this forest, st~dying the plants and anima1s that occur there. The project
has become a mitigation laboratory, allowing us to improve mitigation
techniques, in the hopes that one day we can nearly duplicate the natural
forest.

Figure 19. Red mangrove P!OP. roots provide shelter for many marine
4!eCies and ·opportunities fOf, ~ova students to leari1 mar~ about this
critical coastal habitat. Photo courtesy of Dr. B. Baca .
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Oil Spillage
Port Everglades ships upwards of 4 million gallons of oil and gas
products each year, and spills of these substances are bound to occur
(Baca et al., 1992). While spill incidents are rare, the Park experienced a
spill of heavy fuel oil in 1991 (Touchette et al., 1992). The Oceanographic
Center was involved in studying its effects from the beginning. The oil had
spilled in one of the mitigation sites, and it provided the opportunity to
study oil spill impacts there. Studying spill effects on three different
species of mangrove seedlings had not been done before. Center students
were at the spill site, labeling plants for long-term study, right after the
spill. One student obtained his M.S. degree on·this res~arch." He found
that some mangrove species were sensitive to the spilled oil, and some
were not. We can use this type of information to choose the types of
· mangroves to plant in oiled areas or near po$
. and. .refineries.
. .
;•

~.

Spills from the Port are rare, bufpollution from canals and ditches
is not. This pollution consists of runoff, such as oil and antifreeze from
cars, smaH boat motor spills, _septic tanks, fertilizer. and._pesticide sprays
on lawns, and tos~ed garbage. To keep our coastal ~nvirqnments healthy,
we all need to play a part in reducing these types of pollution.

..
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